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Abstract
Stereotactic radiosurgery provides effective local control, but high recurrence rate are observed while ipilimumab have shown
promising improvements in survival in the treatment of melanoma brain metastases. This meta-analysis was done to review the
clinical evidence regarding the combination of stereotactic radiosurgery and ipilimumab in the treatment of brain metastases from
melanoma. Comprehensive research of the electronic databases (PubMed and Cochrane Library) was carried out in April 2017.
Different combination of MESH headings and words were used. Review Manager was used to analyze the outcome data of
interest. According to heterogeneity, fixed effects model or random effects model was adapted. Six retrospective studies
comparing stereotactic radiosurgery plus ipilimumab with stereotactic radiosurgery alone were found. Total of 411 participants
were included in this meta-analysis. Of that, 128 patients had received stereotactic radiosurgeryþ ipilimumab, while 283 patients
had received stereotactic radiosurgery only. Stereotactic radiosurgery plus ipilimumab significantly improved survival when
compared to stereotactic radiosurgery alone (hazard ratio: 0.74 [95% confidence interval: 0.56-0.99, P ¼ .04]), with no significant
increase in the incidence of adverse events (odds ratio 0.57 [95% confidence interval: 0.28-1.17, P ¼ .12]). Stereotactic radio-
surgery with ipilimumab is safe and effective treatment option and can be recommended for the treatment of brain metastases in
patients with melanoma.
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Introduction

Melanoma is the third leading cause of brain metastases (BM).1

Prognosis is poor, and median survival for patients developing

BM is merely 17 to 22 weeks.1,2 Neurologic death is the main

cause for patients with BM from melanoma; 20% to 54% of

patients with melanoma BM die from BM.3,4

Management of BM includes surgery, whole-brain radio-

therapy, and stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS).2-7 However the

optimal choice of treatment is controversial. Whole-brain

radiation therapy (WBRT) provides less tumor control in the

treatment of BM from melanoma and is considered to be
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radioresistant.1,6 Radiosurgery, on the other hand, has over-

come this limitation by providing high doses of radiation, and

so a high tumor control has been reported between 73%
and 90%.7-10

Systemic therapies are getting importance, as more and

more drugs are approved for the treatment of metastatic mela-

noma and has shown improved progression-free survival and

overall survival (OS). However, in brain, their activity might be

compromised due to blood–brain barrier.2,3,11 Immunotherapy

has reported positive impact on OS in patients with BM from

melanoma primarily the immune checkpoint inhibitors: anti-

cytotoxic T lymphocytic antigen 4 (CTLA)-4 antibody and

recently anti-programmed death 1 (PD-1) antibody.12,13 Recent

studies suggest the combination of local radiotherapy and

immunotherapy producing synergistic response in local control

as well as abscopal effect (activated T cells attacking cancer

cells outside the irradiated area) is of immense importance for

the treatment outcome of melanoma BM.14-19

A number of studies has already reported better response

from this combination in melanoma BM, and hence, this meta-

analysis was undertaken in an effort to combine the results of

these studies and provide a better conclusive evidence for

future.1,20-25

Methods

Research Strategy

A comprehensive literature search (PubMed database and

Cochrane Library database) was carried out for studies com-

paring the clinical outcome of SRS alone and in combination

with ipilimumab (IPI). Various searching terms were used:

((Stereotactic Radiosurgery OR SRS) AND (immune check-

point inhibitors OR immunotherapy OR Anti-CTLA-4* OR

Ipilimumab)) AND (Metastatic brain melanoma OR Metastatic

melanoma*). In addition, in an attempt to broaden the search,

the related articles as well as the reference lists were also

searched manually for all available articles.

Eligibility Criteria and Outcomes of Interest

An eligibility criterion was set up for studies to be included: (1)

studies comparing SRS plus IPI (anti-CTLA4 antibody) versus

SRS alone, (2) patients with melanoma having BM, (3) pub-

lished in English, and (4) no restriction on study designs. Pri-

mary outcomes of interest assessment were OS and adverse

events, while secondary outcome of interest was brain tumor

control. Additionally, the sequence of treatment induction was

assessed as well.

Data Extraction and Quality Assessment

Survival graphs as well as other outcome of data were extracted

by 2 reviewers. Results were verified by reviewers. If discre-

pancy was present, the authors had a discussion and drew a

final decision. The quality of included studies was estimated

according to the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale.26

Statistical Analysis

This meta-analysis was carried out using the Review Manager

(RevMan) software, version 5.2. Pooled hazard ratios (HRs)

with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated for time

to event data using fixed-effects model.27 Continuous variables

using weighted mean difference and a 95% CI; dichotomous

variables were analyzed using odds ratios and 95% CI. A fixed

effect model or a random effects model mode was applied.

Heterogeneity was evaluated by chi square (w2) and I2. Hetero-

geneity was considered to be present if the I2 statistic was

>50%, and a random effect model was adopted. However, if

I2 statistic was <50%, a fixed effect model was used. A value of

P < .05 was considered to be significant. Funnel plot was used

to evaluate publication of bias.

Results

Characteristics of the Included Studies

A total of 89 reports were identified; following the exclusion

process, 6 retrospective studies1,20-24 involving 411 patients

with melanoma having BM were included in the final analysis

(Figure 1). The main characteristics of the included studies are

listed in Table 1. Stereotactic radiosurgery doses were approx-

imately same across studies depending on the lesion mass

(15 Gy-24 Gy). Fractionation was not reported in most of the

studies except for Patel et al.22 Only 4 patients had received

fractionated SRS (3-5) and were associated with positive

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the literature research and study selection

process.
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response (single fraction (50) versus 3-5f; HR 0.35; P ¼ .04).

Fractionation is believed to have positive influence on immune

response when used in combination with IPI.

Meta-Analysis

Baseline characteristics. Five studies reported baseline character-

istics for treatment comparison. A meta-analysis was done for

common baseline characteristics (specifically baseline charac-

teristics prognostic of survival outcome) to seek any significant

differences between the studies. Odds ratio of all characteris-

tics are given in the Table 2. Participants included in the studies

were not significantly different from each other.

Overall survival. Meta-analysis of the survival outcome revealed

significant survival for patients receiving SRS with IPI. Hazard

ratio was 0.74 (95% CI: 0.56-0.99, P ¼ .04) based on 6 retro-

spective studies (Figure 2).

Sequencing of IPI and SRS. Four studies, using various outcomes

(survival, brain tumor control, and tumor response), assessed

the difference in response of patients receiving IPI before SRS,

during SRS, and after SRS. Knisely et al1 reported no differ-

ence in the hazard for death whether drug was started before or

after the first SRS. Median survival for patients receiving IPI

before SRS was 19.8 months, and for patients receiving after

the SRS, the median survival was 21.3 months. Silk et al20

found no significant difference in the responses of patients who

Table 1. General Characteristics of the Included Studies.a

Study Year Design Treatment Dosage No. of points Age (Mean/Median) Median Survival QS

Knisely et al1 2012 Retrospective SRS þ IPI NA 27 53.2 21.3 7

SRS NA 50 59.3 4.9

Silk et al20 2013 Retrospective SRS þ IPI 3 mg/kg, every 3 weeks 17 56.6 18.3 7

SRS 14-24 Gy-1-5f 16 57.7 5.3

Sana Shoukat et al23 2013 Retrospective SRS þ IPI NA 11 43.16 28.3 6

SRS NA 124 54.84 6.8

Mathew et al21 2013 Retrospective SRS þ IPI 3 mg/kg, every 3 weeks 25 62 med 5.9 7

SRS 20 Gy 33 57 med 4.3

Patel et al22 2015 Retrospective SRS þ IPI 3 mg/kg within 4 mts 20 56.5 med 5.9 7

SRS 15-20 Gy-3-5 f (4) 34 60.2 med

Choong et al24 2017 Retrospective SRS þ IPI NA 28 NA 7.5 5

SRS NA 26 NA 10.8

Abbreviations: IPI, ipilimumab; NA, not applicable; QS, quality score; SRS, Stereotactic radiosurgery.
aTable 1 shows the general characteristics from the studies included in this meta-analysis. Median survival is shown in months. Some ages were reported in median

age only (med ¼ median). The quality of included studies was estimated according to the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale.

Table 2. Comparison of Baseline Characteristics of the Included Studies.

FACTORS Studies Odds Ratio (95% CI) P values I2

MALE 4 .43 0
FEMALE 4 .69 0
NO. OF BM 4 .66 16
1 3 .40 0
2 TO 3 4 .19 52
>3 4 .78 0
ECOG PS 4 .59 20
0 4 .11 0
1 4 .16 0
2 TO 3 3 .11 16
DS-GPA 4 .64 5
0-1 4 .41 0
2 4 .93 39
3 4 .60 44
4 4 .40 0
SERUM LDH 4 .88 0

0 0.5 1 2 31.5 2.5

Abbreviations: BM, brain metastases; CI, confidence interval; DS-GPA, Diagnosis Specific Graded Prognostic Assessment; ECOG PS, Eastern Cooperative

Oncology Group Performance Status; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase.
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received IPI before versus after the radiotherapy (P ¼ .224).

Assessing by the incidence of new BM, Mathew et al21 found

no significant difference between those who received IPI

before (n ¼ 4) versus concurrently (n ¼ 7) with radiation

therapy (RT; P ¼ .224), those who received IPI concurrently

versus after (n ¼ 10) RT (P ¼ .907), or those who received IPI

before versus after RT (P ¼ .109). Patel et al22 reported 1-year

and 2-year survival with IPI administered within 14 days of

SRS (33.8% and 16.9%) and >14 days but within 4 months

(38.5% and 25.7%). The results didn’t differ greatly.

Local and distant tumor control. Three studies reported the brain

tumor control (local and distant) for the treatment difference.

No difference was reported in local tumor control and distant

brain recurrence. Mathew et al21 reported 63% and 65% six-

month local control for patients receiving IPI plus SRS and

Figure 2. Forest plot of overall survival with stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) plus ipilimumab versus SRS only. Hazard ratios with 95%
confidence interval (CI) are given.

Figure 3. Forest plot of toxicity (intracranial hemorrhage, radionecrosis) with stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) plus ipilimumab versus SRS only.

Odds ratios with 95% confidence interval (CI) are given.
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SRS only (P ¼ .55). This study also revealed 6-month freedom

from new BM (SRS þ IPI vs SRS, 35% vs 47%, P ¼ .48).

Second study (n ¼ 54)22 reported similar 1-year local control

rate for IPI plus SRS and SRS alone (71.4% vs 92.3%, P¼ .40).

Distant intracranial-free (DIF) survival was also not signifi-

cantly different between the groups; median DIF survival was

4.2 versus 3.1 months, and 1-year free survival was 12.7%
versus 29.1%, P ¼ .592. Third study24 reported the median

duration of brain control (BC) with patients receiving IPI

within 6 weeks of SRS was 7.5 months while for that with SRS

only was 10.8 months. These differences were significant.

Adverse events. Based on the 3 studies that reported the toxici-

ties, a meta-analysis was carried out to observe the overall

effect. No difference in the adverse events (intracranial hemor-

rhage, radionecrosis) was observed in the treatment groups.

The odds ratio was 0.57 (95% CI: 0.28-1.17, P ¼ .12) for

overall toxicity (Figure 3).

Another study (n ¼ 54)22 reported trend toward developing

higher rates of radiation necrosis at 1 year in the IPI and SRS

cohort (30.0% vs 20.92%, P ¼ .078). One year rates of hemor-

rhage between the IPI plus SRS cohort and the SRS-alone

cohort demonstrated no statistical difference (15% vs 14.7%,

P ¼ 1.00).

Publication of bias. Funnel plot indicated no apparent publication

bias existed in this meta-analysis. All included studies were

inside the 95% CI and symmetrical around the vertical as

shown in Figure 4.

Discussion

Clinical management of BM from melanoma is complex and

controversial. It includes surgery, SRS and WBRT, or combi-

nation of these treatments.2-8 Chemotherapy role is limited as

its penetration to brain is limited due to blood–brain barrier.

B-rapidly accelerated fibrosarcoma (BRAF)-targeted therapy

has shown some success, but it is limited due to its specificity

against specific mutations.28 Moreover, high rate of distant

brain recurrence and brain was the common site of treatment

failure when used for patients without BM. Probably, this fail-

ure comes from inability of these drugs to potentially penetrate

blood–brain barrier.2,3

Recent advancements in immunotherapy have opened a new

dimension of treatment in coping with BM from melanoma.

Unlike cytotoxic chemotherapy and targeted therapies, immu-

notherapeutic agents does not need to cross blood–brain barrier

to be effective.29 Of these agents, the anti-CTLA-4 antibody

have shown greater potency in achieving survival advantage.

Cytotoxic T-lymphocytes antigen 4 expressed on T cells caus-

ing inhibition of T cell activation by antigen presenting cells

(APCs) act as immune checkpoint. Ipilimumab (a humanized

monoclonal antibody), an antibody to CTLA-4 antigen thereby

allowing continued activation of T cells by APCs. In 2011, it

was approved by the Food and Drug Administration for treat-

ment of metastatic melanoma after it showed improved sur-

vival in an randomized clinical/controlled trial.30 Initially IPI

use was restricted to patients with melanoma with no active

BM. After discovering its activity in few patients, a clinical

trial was started to assess its efficacy in the BM. A positive

response (objective response of 15% and stable disease at 12

weeks) was reported with IPI in the BM from melanoma.31

Immunomodulatory effects, observed with RT including upre-

gulation of antigen presentation, cytokine release, and activa-

tion of immune response could be augmented by the addition of

immune checkpoint inhibitors producing more strong synergis-

tic antitumor response. This synergism had been reported in

preclinical research and clinical reports have also confirmed

the combination of these modalities for better antitumor

immune response.13-19 Number of studies has reported this

concomitant or sequential combination of these 2 treatment

modalities in patients with melanoma. Filippie et al have

reported a great account of evidence in this direction.32 We

have attempted to gather the evidence specifically limited to

SRS and IPI in patients with BM from melanoma.

Prognostic factors associated with survival for melanoma

BM are reported in several studies. Increased number of par-

enchymal BM, leptomeningeal involvement, and development

of BM after receiving systemic therapy for extracranial metas-

tases were identified to be significant prognostic factors for OS

in a study done by Davies et al.4 Number of brain metastasis

and pretreatment level of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) were

identified in a separate study to be the prognostic factors affect-

ing OS.33 Similarly, melanoma-specific graded prognostic

assessment by Sperduto et al34 also identified Karnofsky Per-

formance Scale and number of BM to be of prognostic value in

these patients. Hence, a meta-analysis of the baseline charac-

teristics was carried out to improve the validity of the included

studies for survival outcome. No significant differences were

found in the baseline characteristics of the patients included in

each study.

This meta-analysis results showed a significantly better sur-

vival from the combination of SRS and immune checkpoint

Figure 4. Funnel plot illustrating the publication bias of the included

studies.
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inhibitors in the treatment of BM from melanoma when com-

pared to SRS only. Tazi et al35 reported a median survival of

29.3 months from date of stage IV for cohort A (10 patients of

stage IV melanoma with BM) endorsing our results. Kiess

et al36 study also demonstrated better OS of 12.4 months when

compared to previous studies reporting survival for each treat-

ment alone. Additionally, Choong et al24 reported a better

response with SRS plus anti-PD1 antibody when compared to

SRS plus anti-CTLA4 antibody (median survival, 20.4 vs

7.5 months). This result was further endorsed by Ahmed et al25

reporting a significantly better survival with anti-PD1 (6- and

12-month) OS rates following SRS were 76%/48% (anti-PD-1

therapy) and 68%/41% (anti-CTLA-4 therapy). These results

showed that anti-PD1 seems to be more potent.

High brain recurrence is reported in patients with melanoma

after SRS or surgery, despite having greater local control.8-10 In

this meta-analysis, 3 studies21,22,24 reported local as well as

distant brain control, and no difference was observed between

the treatment arms. Kiess et al reported a regional recurrence of

69% and 64% for patients receiving IPI during or after SRS,

suggesting immunomodulatory effects. Choong et al24 study

revealed median BC with anti-PD-1 therapy (12.7 months)

when compared to anti-CTLA-4 therapy (7.5 months). Simi-

larly, Ahmed et al25 study reported enhanced 6- and 12-month

distant melanoma BM control rates with anti-PD-1 therapy

(61%/38%) when compared to anti-CTLA-4 therapy (26%/

21%). However, local control rates were not different between

the treatments.

The optimal timing of the 2 treatment modalities is an

important aspect. Different pros and cons for administering

radiotherapy before or after immunotherapy has been dis-

cussed. For example, if there is already immunoadjuvant pres-

ent in the tumor microenvironment, it could maximize the

radiation induced effects. On the other hand, radiation cyto-

toxicity could disrupt as ongoing antitumor immune response.

Administration after RT; it has been argued that RT could

generate de novo antigens and break any preexisting peripheral

tolerance for targeted immune checkpoints of T-cell activation

to be more effective.14 Studies included in this meta-analysis

used different sequence induction (IPI before, during, and after

SRS) of these modalities and used various outcomes to judge

the effectiveness of the combination. Nonetheless, none of the

studies favored any single sequence to be more effective, and

responses from different timings were almost similar. Kiess

et al reported better survival as well as tumor control for

patients receiving IPI during or after SRS. In the study done

by Qian et al37, assessing the concurrent induction of IPI with

SRS versus after SRS reported that the administration within

4 weeks of SRS (concurrent) results in an improved lesional

response of melanoma BM in comparison with treatment

separated by longer than 4 weeks. Local recurrence-free dura-

tion was longer with SRS and IPI when SRS was performed

before or during the IPI treatments in the study done by

Cohen-Inbar et al.38 Based on these results, it can be said that

IPI is more effective given concurrently or after the induction

of SRS, but duration between the treatments should not be

longer. Further investigation is needed to validate the optimal

timing of treatments.

This met-analysis has some limitations. First, the small sam-

ple sizes of the included studies. Second, all the studies were

retrospective studies and one23 with historical controls. Due to

retrospective nature of the studies, it is likely to have some

degree of selection bias. Participants receiving IPI in addition

to SRS were comparatively younger in the study done by Sana

Shoukat et al.23 Choong et al’s24 study didn’t provide the base-

line characteristics for each treatment group separately and so

more susceptible for selection bias. Furthermore, Knisley’s

et al1 didn’t account for prognostic patient characteristics

(LDH, active systemic disease, and primary controlled) in their

analysis. B-rapidly accelerated fibrosarcoma inhibitor use was

also not recorded in this study. Eastern Cooperative Oncology

Group Performance Status, subsequent radiotherapy, and

BRAF inhibitor treatment was significantly more common in

combined treatment arm in Silk et al’s study20 potentiating

selection bias. These 2 studies have shown significant survival

advantage could possibly be due to selection bias mainly from

BRAF inhibitor use.

A previous study on the same topic has been published

before with survival analysis based only on the data collected

from 3 studies.39 We have included more studies in number to

endorse the results making it more comprehensive report. We

have also included a meta-analysis of baseline characteristics

of prognostic importance in order to exclude bias reported with

retrospective studies. Also, the inclusion of sequence analysis

make this meta-analysis more detailed and comprehensive.

Recent trend of using SRS alone in order to preserve patients’

neurocognitive function could be endorsed with the addition of

IPI, as significant survival is achieved with this combination.

Another aspect that remains to be addressed is if this combina-

tion could also control the intracranial microscopic disease in

order to replace WBRT use in this group of patients and when

presented with multiple BM. At present, few clinical trials are

already underway to evaluate the efficacy of this combination

(NCT01950195, NCT01703507, and NCT02097732).3

Conclusions

� Stereotactic radiosurgery in combination with IPI is an

effective treatment combination producing survival

advantage in patients with melanoma BM with no

increase in toxicity.

� Stereotactic radiosurgery in combination with IPI signif-

icantly improved OS when compared to SRS alone.

� Regional recurrence as well as development of distant

new metastases in brain didn’t differ between the

treatments.

� Assessing by various treatment outcomes, IPI induction

before, during, or after SRS didn’t affect treatment

outcomes.

� Addition of IPI didn’t increase the incidence of adverse

events.
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